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PREFACE
Tills is an age of Anthologies, when those v/ho love golden
songs delight to assemble delectable favorites for the joy of
others. ThivS poetical miscellany presents poems most truly char-
acteristic of the people of the Maine, T.^assachusetts coast, their
traditions, their artistic and their patriotic spirit,— those
greater and lesser voices Tvhich are carrying on the high ideals
of poetry. The singers are m.any. Every to'rm. has its poet lau-
reate. A few only have been chosen as suggestive of the wealth
of joy available. Many of the poems are complete. Some have
been abridged. Every poet included has been a resident of Maine
or of Massachusetts.
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The best poetry v/ill be found to have the power of forming,
SList:^.inins and delighting us, as nothing else can. A cle-.r, deep
sense of the best in poetry and of the strength and Joy to be
drawn from it, is a most precious gift.
It not only gives an elevation of mind and spirit, but nn in-
sensible training in language since poets, by the ver;-; nature of
their vocation, are the closest students of language inany litera-
ture and since poets are the finest artists in the use of words in
their expression of the sweetest, the highest, and the deepest
emotionai experiences of life, in the realms of nature, of art,
and of humanity itself. Poetry is one of the gre-dt instruments in
the refinement and exaltation of life. Its tendency is to spirit-
ualize human nature.
A poem is first of all beautiful, beautiful in its content of
thought, and beraitiful in its expression through words, a beauty
that must control all other graces and powers, v;ith pleasing har-
mony th;it brings delight.
Poetry is a vital poY/er and may assume any guise and take any
shape
.
Poetry concerns itself -.vith the ideal and the emotional, in
nature, life, and thought. Every man is a potential poet, just
so far :-S he responds to yearnings after the ineffable.
Poetry finds its inspiration in all things, from the humblest
creation to the Creator himself, nothing too low or too high for
its interest.
The broad emotional power in the race is the fountain of
Poetry. The poet ho'vever aloof he may be, is always in company
with the hearts that beat with his own heart, for he is the voice
Of his people. The gift of the poet is the power to live, his
energy is shared and controlled emotion, valuable in proportion as
it becomes inspiration to produce poetry. The poetic life is not
the privilege of a few, but the privilege of all, and men are
great in soul in proportion as they are poets.
The poetic Inpulse is universal, and the office of poets, the
guardians of the soul, is to nourish the poet that is in each one
of us, and to free the poetic energy in noble form.s of our own
private life.
Art fails unless it be co-extensive, in aim- and grasp, with
Life: inclusive of the great, the small, and hardest of all, in-
clut-iv^ of th-^.t con-^.onplace which lies bct-^-n these.
There must be sincerity and comprehension. There must be
vision, in the spiritual sense, to pierce through the material sur
face to the veiled reality, divinely created.
Mothing that lacks appeal to the emotions is ever called
poetic
.
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The true poet can be no mere rimer. Beauty of form v/e dem:j.nd,
but it must clothe depth of viev;, revealing the harmonies of the
universe; it must clothe ideal thought winged with emotion, "a
thought," to quote the oracle delivered by Emerson, "a thought 30
passionate and alive that like the spirit of a plant or an animrl,
it has an architecture of its own, and adorns nature v;ith a nevi
thing."
The soul of poetry may be som.ething different from teaching,
but -^vithout great teachings great poetry cannot live. Never, un-
less his verae is crovrded v;ith great thoughts, can any singer pre-
sume to be a leader of the everlasting host of poets. His thought
must be passionate and alive, not intellectual, but emotional
thought
.
The poet teaches by presenting the ideal. The mind cannot
dvvell ?mid noble im-.ges, noble ideas and feelings, even noble
words, without absorbing something of elevation. The poet sees
and causes us to see, the great moral lav;s of the v.-orld operating
broadly. The unessential is removed, and attention is concen-
trated upon the significant elements: v/e contemplate the depth
of human souls.
The primary purpose of poetry cannot be didactic; poetry
must appeal to our emotions, it m.ust idealise life and nature, it
must enchant us vilth the magic of v/ords. Yet there cannot be any
great poetry without great teaching, and though the form, of such
teaching must be determined by the principle of artistic beauty,
no complete or even distinguished, poetic art can exist vrithout a
substance v;hich is distinctly moral. Po.etry is the most ideal and
comprehensive of those '.-"rts which intensify life and suggest life's
highest possibilities. Its province is universal and its govern-
ment a republic, whose right of franchise anyone can exercise. Its
essential spirit is indefinable. This spirit becom^es concrete
through utterance, which is the most vit""" --^ '- iman expression.
The poet is a revealer. Through that inward vision, that se-
cond sight, the prerogative of certain gifted souls, the poet aims
to convey beauty and truth in their absolute simplicity of kind,
but limitless variety of guise and adaptation. Poetry is ideal ex-
pression through words, it is articulate thought and expression.
The most nimble, ardent, v:^ried transfer of the vital spirit is by
means of language, and of all language that of the poet is the most
~.live and expressive.
Through poetry soul addresses soul directly, by the direct
'ium of speech. Words are its atmosphere and very being; lan-
ge which raises man above the speechless intelligences; thst
idealized l.-^ngaage which appears almost a gift captured in man's
infancy from, some "imperial ' ^e whence he crm.e." The final
determination of poetic uttc is toward self-expression; the
minstrel *s soul uses language for its medium. The habitual im-
agination of a true •:cet ic shown by his instinct for words, his
recognition of the aow"-- of -ord^ and the ^'\ft of t^.-'^i'"'' =^"lection.
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Poetry tr- - for the fe-.v, but for th- , for all. The
Y/orld's cre-:t . ^.oeins \7ith fe^7 ^^T^eptlons, : been poems '.7ho3e
mor^ning has been perfectly cle ' whose l.-ni;;uan;e has been slmple-
poeras 77hlch have -^.ddressed thev.::: /es to the direct Intelllgeno- -
men. True poetry is the voice of all that is best in hurainity,
speakins from nnn to man. Not all of us can thus spe-1:, but \7e can
hear, and incorporate the po-^tic spirit in our best and fullest
life. The poet is he ";ho sci.ns life -^md nature, and presents them
to us in si::nificant and enduring forms. His is the ^'breadth of
life." He beholds and interprets. For him nature is the mirror of
God, and the mentor of man. As naturally as a mountain brooli, he
sings because he must. The poet is no'-; .nd must forever be the
searcher for ultimate truth, his is the vision behind the mist.
The poet is a "m.alier;" his mind maizes facts and "colors them
7;ith its o\7n li^ht." The distinsuishi rlz of poetry is in its
creation, a fictional creation, expreo::lv3 of and motivated by the
poet's v-'ish or aspiration, an ideal creation, ansi^ering the de-
sires of the mind. In many respects poetry is for.vard-looking and
progressive. It has alTjays been considered prophetic and as shap-
T •" ~ +''-->o -P' < +
• '
-nfi th**^ ''"ht of '^'^ T^''''^ d
.
Unsatisfied desires e-i.^^nder feeling and st-:.rt t'r.e It.; ji-
lation. The imagination, vTorking spontaneously, produces a story,
the efficacy of which is not so much a meaning for the understand-
ing .3 a feeling for the heart--the burden of poetry is a "thought-
feeling." For our guides into the future, it is perhaps upon the
poets that we must more and more depend. The poet lives more fre-
quently'- than ordinary men, in a world of his imagination; he is a
Tie has a gift '^^ ""'"ion.
In the productio.i of poetry the mental operation is partly an
unconscious one '^n-'' 'Iv:'-"" t=r^. partly frc" 'in^onscious sources.
Poetry is produced by a mental operation different _ from ordi-
nary thought, an operation which runs into a deeper portion of the
mind where no recollection and so no direct observation is possible
to ordinary thought.
The material- for his visions comes from both conscious and
-inconscious sources, the latter giving his pootry its peculiar and
inexplicable quality. The poet has the power of using this un-
conscious material. Poetry is created in the "quiet, mysterious
depths." The groat poet must be one who has had a full and fortu-
nate life, —and particularly a ri^h -^a' 1-;^' ^^^otion.'^"'
velopm.ent in childhood and youth.
Poetry ov:e3 its general character and v/ide ..^.^,11 cation partly
to the very nature of the thought from which it springs. Ordi-
•-lary thought in its -working is bound, vision is free. Poetry
draws from the larger source and has corresponding advantages.
Poetry represents not a willfully limited portion of the mind, but
T.ore nearly the whole. It expresses not our immediate and sel-
fish desires, but the deeper feelings and aspirations which we
share as members of the rr?ce. The poetic vision presents images
corresponding to reality, but also to the demands of the mind.
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To be valuable, poetry auot '^e tlio product of hi^b deciro; to be
comnunicable, it must be the product of shared desire. The great-
est poetry is inspired by our highest and most nearly universal de-
sires. It is inspired particularly by the deeper desires arising
from the unconscious mind which are significant to the race. The
poet is called a creator because he creates in an ideal world, ac-
cording to our desires, v;hat is lacking in the v;orld of - ^ity.
The poet is above all other men q.uick to see or feel re,? ' .nces,
and to find pleasure in their recognition and he is sensitive to
the most recondite likenesses.
He is- keen to feel invisible links. The uniformity and varie-
ty of the poetic form make it symbolic of the content of the poet's
mind.
The poetic vision is the antecedent ideal pattern of the fin-
ished poe-Ti, but allie-'. -'^.t^i inspiration is -^.^^^".z- art.
The impulse and tlie form are very closely related, but dis-
tinct in their origin in the mind, and due to different mental
causes. The poet must make adjustment between his inspiration and
the traditional requirements.
For his inspiration a poet must be born a poet; for his art
he must go to school.
G-ood poetry is not merely the expression of intuitions, it is
the masterly expression of rare, complex, and difficult states of
consciousness, and great poetry, the poetry -.vhich has power to stir
many men and stir them deeply, is the expression of our conscious-
ness of thi,-. world, tinged with man's universal longing for a
world more perfect, nearer to the heart's desire--more ade ^"^.^
to our innate conceptions.
The office of poetry is to parallel the actual with the ideal,
to cast upon an earthly landscape something of a heavenly glow, to
interpret earthly things in terms of the spirit. The poetry of
the Senses lifts a mortal to the skies, thinking the thought of one
higher than itself as the poet, muses, singing the songs of an an-
gelic choir in harmony v/ith the rhythm of the verse. The poetry
of the Spirit brings the message of the angels down to men, and
makes the harmonies they speak the music of this earthly life.
To move men is the final test of poetry. Poetry lifts the
thought so that its highest relations and suggestions are made
known, quickens life by moving us to feel its nobler emotions.
Our continued influxes of feeling are modified and directed bi' our
thoughts, which are indeed the representatives of all our past
feelings, but further than this moments of exalted feeling are al-
so moments of passionate intuition and therefore of clear and un-
erring insight. Perhaps it is even ^nore essential for the poet's
thought "o be "steeped in fteling" than for his feelings to be
controlled by thought.
rr
The 'eelln^s that inspire h^m belong to "the g-^^^^^^^ o-
•The^^ are of the Inmost essence of human nature. '.Thor. re raoved
bjr poetry there is no transfusion. What happens is, that express-
ion is -i'V'S^ to emotions -.vhich v/ere ours, and -.vhich v/e know to he
ours, though we had not actuall;; experienced them till we read
the poet's words. The profounder side of hun-.n nature is nearer
to the lirht of consciousness in the poet than in ordinary men.
He is always convers^'.nt with deeper feelings than they are,--
conscious of feelings of which they are but dimly conscious, dimly
conscious of feelings of which they are wholly unconscious. It
is the spirit'ual significance of outward things which appe?.ls to
hira, and to vrhich he strives to give expression in his verse. He
both spiritualizes the outward and visible world, and universalizes
the inward and spiritual life. Thi- .-or.« i o--. of hi^ ''--. t--t,h
is the -^ssence of imagination.
Tlie Poet's imagination does more thr.n give him insight into
human nature—a wide and subtle sympathy. It gives him insight
into the very "soul of things".
Poetry helps man to escape out of the existence of every day
and to explore reality, where Cxod and love and beauty and life and
th are seen in truer proportions, and where the desire of the
^:?,.rt is at least brought within sight of a goal. Poets share
with us profound, compelliig, vivid, or lovely experiences "pat-
^-^"ned in musical words." Poets brood over their thoughts long
. \\ lovingly, feel life more keenly than others feel it, and have
the power'^to express the thought felt passionately and sensitive-
ly, and to give it such individuality that lilie music, like
painting, it becomes a natural loyous art of communication, con-
cerned with feelings v/e all share, and appealing to sympathies
engendered and fostered by the imagination.
The American poet of today is the "blood brother of the
^orld, " if he wishes to be, touched by a thousand hitherto un-
Imown impulses, v;ith manifold influences which produce a rich
variety of poetry, marked v/ith new dignity, originality and power.
?!odern poets have learned more ways of using the external forms
of art but the great poems are still those whose meaning has been
_:erfectly clear and whose language has been simple, poems which
have addressed themselves to the direct intelligence of man.
True poetry is the voice of all that is best in humanity.
'Tot all of us can speak but we can herr, ani inccrpcrate the
poetic spirit in our best and fullest life, the spirit which leads
the poet to seek forever for ultimate truth, to seek the vision
"-^.ind the mist, to "follow the gleam." Poetry is the richest
...nd most emotional of the ^.rts, for poets see things freshly, vi-
vidly, imaginatively. Their creative curiosity leads them every-
where
.
"Tever before in the history of the world have so many people
been interested in poetry. There are numerous magazines devoted
wholly to poetry. Many magazines make poetry a feature. Pre-
sent day poetry is receiving recognition in the conservative
college curricul'um.

The poet3 have rediscovered the beiiaty of the- cusuul o.nd of the
d*ally routine, usins the rich verbal material that flovrers In the
hones, in the streets, inspired by the poetic feeling for ordinary
life, coming not only closer to the soil, but nearer to the -^.oul.
G-enuinely romantic, V7ith a keen and racy originality, ".nd a
:7irm, tender, thrilling impact of personality, they make of poetry
People find in poetry a solace a recreation and an inspi-
ration, suc'^ ^ " ""-^^ ' -^mI ^^iendship.
Although only a fev/ of us can m-he poetry, all of us -vho are
capable of ^arm, quick sympathy, and who love beauty, can enjoy
poetry, for poetry is everybody's "Wonderland" and happy is he
TThose mind is rich v/ith a store of lovely things gathered on the
v/ay of song. To the poet comes revelations of truth ""-A "^-^-vity,
77onder themes i7hos e source he scarcely knovrs himself.
Present v/ritera of poetry strive fo^ - concrete .nd iv:,;;oli-
ate realization of life.' They have an ideal of absolute simpli-
city and sincerity, an ideal individual diction and n individual
rhythm. Th^" ^ .-^ , t t.han d' ,^e
.
They look out more eagerly tl-ian within. Their 7/ritings be-
come objective.
They folio?; the great tradition, in that they use the speech
of the day, strive for organic rhythm, seek a vehicle suited to
their ov7n epoch, and their own creative mood. The impulse to
create is everywhere, no longer confined to literary centers.
Never has thei'-e been such variety of expression, different
forms, so vride a choice of subject.
Modern inventions have brought j^^oo^^le's thoughts closer to-
gether; more rapid means of comnunic' tion are responsible for the
greater diversity of interest. Yet poetry itself is one con-
tinuous stream.
The pulse of life beats in poetry not from the theme, but
through the abstract qualities of the poet's soul, breathing into
the theme the inexplicable sentiency of being. All poetry comes
out of feeling, the degree to ^vhich feeling is personified in
images determines not the logic of form, but the measure of emo-
tion and imagin-'.ticn -rhich gets into the substance.
So great a philosopher as Herbert has s.-Ad that poetry is
one of the foundations of education, for "The charm of the true,
like the charm of the good and beautiful, is the chief principle
of education." All great poetry is but a reflection of life.
The drama of life goes on, and 77ith it the drama of literature
goes on. The fact that poets give so much attention to moods,
3ho77s the tendency to accent the individual. This finds ex-
pression very naturally in poetry, since every-vhere is stressed
in the professional world that pre-eminently the individual is the
objective
.

Poetry is esaentially to inspire, instruct, entertain, re-
fresh, and soiritaally sustain. Throush its study we should be
better ^able to cope with life. We should find relaxation from,
routine, hours of enjoyment, renev;ed sympathy for our fellov/s, and
definite comfort and strength in time of sorrov; . Imagination is
stimul.'ted, vision enl..rsed, --love of beauty in all its form in-
creased.
The final test of poetry is maGic. It is the agitated wonder
awakening in the spiritT of the reader by the sudden evocation of
magic that gives to poetry its highest value as an art.
This is the haunting quality in poetry, whose secret no m-m
has yet learned. Words have magic in them, words have life. They
appe-.l to the ears whose functions are closely bound up with the
emotions. They contain danger signals and love calls. They
pulse with the thrill of adventure and the throb of sinister events.
They carry from heart to heart the beauty of pure thought
and lofty inspiration, they reveal the loveliness of brave lives
lived nobly. Blythe, gay, cand debonair, they show the happy v;ays
of living. There is doubtless no well-formed thought or vitalized
sentiment apart from speech. Life is supplemented by expression.
Facts are not visualized save through spiritual recognition.
The poets of America get their romance out of life itself.
There are ever nevr aspects and meanings to life--and poetry,
eternal as the primary instincts of man, finds new symbols and
meanings, and new symbolizations and language to express and to
interpret them.
They do not miss the glamour of the undeniable beauty of the
ancient myths, but they turn from the old tales with creative de-
sire for new loveliness; so that many read the poetry and enjoy;—
enjoy largely because the poets use the speech of the people, re-
discovering the beauty, the dignity, of the commonplace. They
display the art which is the evidence of spiritual forces in
raan*s nature, working through experience, reflective and active.
Today American poetry is differentiated by aims, purposes,
and forms. Physical boundaries in determining the character are
obliterated. The forces are of individual power.
There is a freshness, a buoyancy, a flexible adaptability
of mood and sympathy towards the ferment tions of nev; life v/hich
make the poems peculiarly virile and most marvellously and en-
grossingly enthralling. Some poems vibrate with a rapture, a
hunger for beauty so intense that no delight is great enough to
give the soul peace.
The beauty of spiritual truths revealed to finer, favored
souls and interpreted in song cadences are made clev.r and force-
ful and very derir and lovely by singing words. They tell the
wonders of life in all its beauty and glory, they tell of sorrow,
of love, and of joy, —with lilting words, v;ith solemn v/ords, v/ith
words that are life itself. The heritage of revelation is pe-
culiarly the poet, who sees with clear vision the thought beyond
the fact, who recognizes marvels, who wins to the inner secrets,
whose heart, in tune with the infinite, thinks G-od's thou^'hts after
him.

Eagerl77', graciously, beneficently, all the rich trearsures of
joy, of experience, are poured forth lavishly, ITo nif^-gurcl giver
is the poet. The best, the utmost best, he gives. Ever be strives
for perfection, perfection of thought, of exi^res^ion, of under-
standirg, and of revelation.
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In the rotunda of the art-building in the city of Portland
is a beautiful statue, "The Pearl Diver" # It represents a youth
of marvellous gr-ice of limb and delic:.;cy of feature v;ho was
drowned while bringing from the depths of the sea the precious
pearls for which he had risked his life. Touching and beautiful
is the tribute that the widcved Elizabeth Akers pays to her
sculptor husb'-ind so early and so tragically dead, to the city tliat
he loved, and to his master-piece.
THE PEARL DI^/ER
r.ost fitly rests his best creation here.
To keep his memory, thru many a year.
Living, and fresh and sweet;
Here in this pleasant place this loved retreat
To which his failing feet,
Weary with foreign v/andering, turned at last.
When his brief day of toll W'-'S overpast.
The city which tho v/idely he might roim
He still held de-^'.r, and loved to call his home.
Gladly he left the charmed Italian shore
To walk its ways once more.
Eager again to gre-^t
Each well-knov;n face, an^ de r, famili : r street
As a child cones, v/hen night's shadows lower
Back to its mother's door.
ELIZABETH AKERS
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Aldrlch was one to whom the sea call was Irresistible. He
could not allow himself to be far from the sea-tang, the flavor
of his boyi?/"; iis.
"I leave behind me the eln-shaded square
And c:.rven paths of the silent street,
And wander on with listless, vagrant feet
Through seaward leding alleys, till the air
Smells of the sea, and straightway then the care
Slips from my heart, and life once more is sweet."
He reveals a brooding consideration of the e .rth and the sea,
and a sense of the invisible mysteries that are luminous or sha-
dowy in all visible things. The fine stuff of dreams in in his
poetr}'', ••it'^'".'^-'-i--'S of v:- -"Ir, sound, and color.
The first ..orld sound that fell upon my ear
Was that of the great winds nlong the coast
Crushing the deep-sea beryl on the rocks
—
The distant breakers' sullen connonade.
The garden 7/alks
*7ere choked with leaves, and on their ragged biers,
Lay dead the sweets of 3ummer--dama3k rose
Clove pink, old-fashioned, loved !Iev/ England flowers.
Only keen salt sea-odors filled the air.
Sea sounds, sea odors-'these were all my vrorld.
It is true that all noets live intimately and reverently
close to nature's heart, and to him who holds communion in love,
nature reveals herself in varied and beautiful v;ays.
My mind lets go a thousand things
Like dates of '.vars and deaths of kings
And yet recalls the very hour
—
*T'.vas noon by yonder willage tower,
And on the last blue noon in May
—
The -wind came briskly up this v;ay,
Crisping the brook beside the road:
Then, pausing here, set dovm its load
Of pine-scents, and shook listlessly
Two petals from that wild-rose tree.
THOMAS BAILEY ALDRICH

ITo art is capable of more fine shades of expressing human
feeling and emotion as the r.rt of poetry. m its highest sense it
has the quality of music, it originates in the same abstractions,
but these abstractions become materialized in the imagery that is
the language of poetry, "evr England poetry is prodigal of all the
qualities that make it as an art a delight to the emotions and a
winged aspiration to the spirit. These qualities, embodying many
manners of speech, many :.odes of thought and feeling in which hu-
man nature in all its conspicuous purposes is given expression, are
at the core of all earnest and quicl:ened expression.
PR03PSCT KILL
';7e sat there in the February dusk
And talked 'when we v/as boys*
With just boy feelings in our hearts.
'TT/as then he looked at me—then paused.
And, looking over, where sky met snov;.
He said: 'I alv/ays meant, some day,
To ^o up Prospect Hill— just take it slov;
For eighty years has got to laze along.
I want to go when the late frosts
Have taken all the leaves, and climbing' s good.
And then I want to rest and look around
And mark the ships in harbor
Tugging at their chains,—miles down belov/.
It always seemed to me that I could reach
To somev/here, out beyond, from Prospect Hill.
Sometime we go to do it,
—
you and I,
And take the day, and just pretend we're boys.'
*T^7as then he lapsed a little, filled his pipe.
Held close the fire, just as he always did;
A puff or tv.'o, 'twas all he ever took.
I thought no more--sat looking down the road,
When Ezra's boy came by with the last load of logs.
The team bells tinkling in the gathering night.
The horses moving slow, after a hard, cold day.
I just called 'Bill, ' then quietlike, again.
There came no ans'.ver, so I touched him
On the arm- -his face in the dark shadow
Looked set and white and lacked his old-time smile.
His thin, old hands just lay there, empty-like
Thats' 77hy I'm lonely here, 'cause he, you see.
At last has reached the top of Prospect Hill.
FR/iNCIS BARKYELL
fI
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The Poet marks the credit changes in the minds of nen, he t
ever where life hursts forth with most pov/er :.nd splendor. He
seems to men divine because he gives to them the divine part of
themselves. In his passion and his dream, he clvez himself to
hiGVier lav/ and reposes on the infinite. Poetry is the iramediat
interpretation of life in -..ll its subtleties. Its first appeal
must be through the emotions, and its second throu£:h the intel-
lect, and its fin:.l grasp upon the spirit as a v;hole.
The mission of all great poets been to emphasize the
promptings of the spirit, in the attainment of some high ideal
inspiration, and through it to re.-llze the :;pproach to truth an
to ma'' •' lize ^ ' " ^e of beauty.
Far off in the old misty ITorsel^.nd, s ng
A bard heroic ere the Viking pro77
Had found out Vinland: and his song, v^hich rang
Above the clang of sv/ords, avails us noTi
.
"Thyself thyself direct", the old bard cried.
The inspiration of that high word still
Thrills through us. Thrust all meaner guides aside
And folloTv thy best self. Thy good and ill
Lie in thine ovm sure keeping. For the land
And for thyself thou art thyself as fr^te.
No other man can do thy part; none stand
An instant in thy place or soon or late
Thine onn soal be thy judge to prove thy v;orth.
To try thy deeds by thy conviction's la^i
:
And what were all the glories of the earth
If this tribunal dread find blame or flav;I
They are most free
Who most for others dare to self be true.
Those to whom
Knowledge is given stand in double trust,
G-uardians of liberty and of the right.
ARLO BATES
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Po9try is the true -osslon of true fselinc; it is the very
voice of truth--of ideal truth, that h:ts reality for its counter-
p-rt.
The poet differs from the rest of U3 in '.i vin-j clearer in-
z\-ht into th~ ' GL.rt of Nature. If v/e ure to be inlti:ted
3 Nature's ^ steries, it must be through hin. His poet-
y is the chanael th:ou.!;;;h v/hich his he-^.rt opens 'nd ^ " ' ' s
'.ntercoip^- ~ -"Ith ours. "TThen •'•^ -pelves deeply . ' ":^y
joetry, y feel sure thr.t '.ng in contact with hidden
truth. Nature reve'^.ls her most aacrel truths only to the poet and
v.'ii: not suffer her oracles to be spoken in any lan^ua^es but his.
'Ve h ve a right to de-nand music and melody from one '.vho has pene-
trated into the in^nost he::rt of the thing, detected the inmost
nyster:-, ^'^^ -1?":" "^-^ -
Possibly no preseat " v.'ritin^ has had the imaedi te success
of Catherine Lee Bates' "Ajierica" so universally loved and sung.
She has T/ritten many poems of exemplary v/orth. In her "Falmouth
Tov/n" 7;hich treats of the artisan r ther than the patriot, she
/"es a distincjTly enlightening revelation of Paul Revere, one
t is very beautiful • nd inspiring in its suggestion that work
-.veil done, the viorV. not of one special call but the regular rou-
tine business of daily living, was of such noble v/orth that "the
living voice of Paul Revere" v;ill ring on tliroj.gh the f-^r melodi-
ous future.
Never ',vas there lovelier to?7n
Than our Falmouth by the sea.
Tender curves of sky look doTm
On her grace of knoll and lea.
Street her nestled ?.!ayflo'.7er blovrs
Sre from prouder haunts the spring
Yet has brushed the lingering snoT/s
7/ith a violet-colored -jing.
Bright the autumn gleams pervade
Cranberry marsh ::nd bushy mold
Till the children's mirth has made
liillionaires in leaves of gold;
And upon her pleasant 77ays,
Set 77ith m.-^ny a gardened home,
Flash through fret of droopirr- sar' "s
Visions far of ocean foam',
Happy bell of Paul Revere
Sounding o'er each blest demeaaa,
Tnile a hundred times the year
Weaves the r:und from green to green.

FALMOUTH TOV.'^" (CONTINUED)
Never vrere there friendlier foil:
Than in Falmouth by the sea.
Neighbor-households, that involie
Pride of sailor pedigree.
Here is princely interchange
Of the gif'ts of shore and field
Starred v;ith treasures rare and strange
That the liberal sea-chests yield
Culture here burns breezy torch
Tnere gray Captains bronzed of neck.
Tread their little length of porch
TTith a memory of the deck.
Ah, and here the tenderest hearts,
Here '.vhere sorrov/s sorest wring,
And the v.'ido;7s shift their parts,
Comforted and comforting.
Holy bell of Paul Revere
Calling such to prayer and praise,
'Vhile a hundred times the year
Herds her flock of faithful days'.
G-reetings to thee, ancient bell
Of our Falmouth by the seal
Ansv;ered by the ocean sv;ell.
Ring thy centuried jubilee I
Like the V7hite sails of the sound.
Hast thou seen the yenrs drift by.
From the dreamful, dim profound
To a goal beyond the eye.
Long thy maker lieth mute
Hero of a faded strife:
Thou has tolled from seed to fruit
Gener^.tlons three of life.
Still thy mellow voice and clear
Floats o'er land and listening deep.
And v/e deem our fathers hear
From their shadov/y hill of sleep.
Ring thy peal for centuries yet
Living voice of Paul Revere
Let the future not forget
Taat the past accounted de rl
KATHSRi:rE LEE BATES
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It '..-o a -v residf). : . .. oh ths. 'c . - . : v_
sDouse of Simon Bradstreet wrote r-ost of the verse that Cotton
;
' fcher in his "Macrolia" pronounced a grateful entertainment unto
^•r> jn-'erious and a rcoi ' ' ^ for her moTnory beyond the stateli
.
i r V.les. The unforget^ poot of New England v/rote as a hir
singer, before a chorus of songs that v;as to come later, publish-
i^-^j little during her lifetine. Some critics have c ' her the
veatest v;oman writer sinc^ Capnho, She saw simpl'5 ' ,3 raarvell
ously
.
coiitei/ipl^vt:
When on a stately Oak I cast mine eye,
'."hose rustling tops the clouds seemed to aspire;
IIov/ long since thou v/ast in thine infancy?
Thy strength and stature, more thy years admire.
Hast hundred v/inters past since t^ou -A'as born?
Or thousand since thou brealcest thy shell of horn?
If so, all these are n.^'U^ht eternity doth scorn.
I heard the merry grasshopper then sing.
The black, glad Cricket bear a second part.
They kept one tune, and played on the same stri:
Sreming to glory in their little art.
Shall creatures object, thus their voices raise
And in their kind resound their T'aker's praise
, hile I, as mute, can warble forth no higher lays.
Under the cooling shadov/ of a statel;' Elm
Close sat I by a goodly River's side,
Vihere gliding streams the rocks did overv/helm
A lovely place, v/ith pleasures dignified.
I once that loved the shady woods so v/ell,
l;ow thought the rivers did the trees excel
And if the sun v/ould over shine, there would ~ d-'-ell.
cc
"The Monk in the Kitchen" is a typical poem of Anna Hemp-
stead Branch. Its sprishtly lovellnesa -ind verbal felicity is
a celebration of cleo.nner.s that gives order an almost mystical
nobility. With an intric te and subtle :iiusic she combines a
most gracious imagery. The things of which she writes, the
things that have claimed her tenderness and her understanding,
belong to the daily life of the race and to the early simpliciti
out of which we came.
THE IJOITK IN THE KITCHE:T
Order is a lovely thing
On disarray it lays its wing
Teaching simplicity to sing.
It has a meek and lovely grace
:;uiet as a nun's face. ....
Brazen pan and iron pot
Yellow brick and gray flagstone
That my feet hsve trod upon
Ye seem to me
Vessels of bright mystery ....
When I cleanse this earthern floor,
My spirit leaps to see
Bright garments trailing over it
A cleanness made by me.
Purger of all men's thoughts and ways
With labor do I sound thy praise
My work is done for thee.
Whoever makes a thing more bright
He is an angel of all light,
Therefore let me spread abroad
The beautiful cleanness of my God.
One time in the cool of dav/n
Angels came and worked with me, • . . •
And all were beautiful but one
With garments v/hiter than the sun
Had such a face
Of deep, remembered grace;
That when I saw I cried, "Thou art
The great blood-Brother of my heart.
Wiiere have I seen thee?" And he said
"\7hen we v/ere dancing round G-od* s throne.
How often thou art there.
Beauties from thy hands have flown
Like white doves wheeling in mid air
Nay-thy soul remembers not?
Work on, and cleanse Thine iron pot."
What are v/e? I know not.
ANNA HEMPSTEAD BRANCH
L
The first Sunday School at Boston was held in the Park Street
Church and there was sung for the first time the dearly loved
carol "0 Lit',:.le Tov/n of Bethlehem" written by Philips 2rooks for
the children of the school but universally accepted as one of the
most treasured of Christmas Songs. It is gracious music.
0 LITTLE TOV^N OF BETHLEH©.!
Oh little tovm of Bethlehem
How still v;e see thee lie!
Above thy deep and dreamless sleep
The silent stars go by;
Yet in thy dark streets shineth
The everlisting light:
The hopes and fears of all the years
Are met in the= tonight.
For Christ is born of I.lary,
And, gathered all above,
'ATiile mortals sleep, the angels keep
Their watch of v/ondering love,
0 morning stars together
Proclaim the holy bi^^thl
And pr-:i3e3 sing to God the King,
And peace to men on e^rth.
How silently, how silently.
The '.vondrous gift is given I
So G-od imparts to human hearts
The blessing of his he-wen.
No ear may hear his coming
But in this world of - sin,
Where meek soul v/ill receive him still
The de-'.r Christ enters in.
0 Holy child of 3ethlehe;nl
Descend to us, we pray;
Cact out our sin, and enter in,
Be born in us today.
We heir the Christmas angels
The great glad tidings tell;
0 come to us, abide vrith us,
Our Lord, Iramanuell
PHILLIPS BROOKS
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EAST
I dr :f a langorous tidele^'^. -'-:'^-'''9,
Of azure light in magio cnve:;
Of heathery hills Tjith submit o ho r,
Th'^.t vjp.dr '— "deep in northern ivaves;
Of rainb; Ms like butterflies
Th ',t flutter to an Old World :
Of "'here a buried city lies
Beneath the sands of Brittany
;
Nayl But my o'vn Ne\7 England Coast,
Pungent \ilth \7ild rose, pine and ba3^
;
Brom marsh, white sr.nd, gray rocks tha.t boast
The fiercest -^'i':"-^, t'^^^ '•'i'^ '='.-^':!t spr.'^^',
Hoi For me.
Where the 'jhite, v;Ulte s^'.ils go flashing to the sea,
4-;-^. "'
^
^'•-'.^
'^"'zt - -"ind oun-ht to
I dreum of a castle-covered --lei^ht;
Of gardens vlth eternal flo-.vers
And raossy groves md myrtle bowers,
Of fairy glens and haunted halls,
Where mystery v/alks to ^-"""^ •^-r,
Of palaces on gay canal
?
Of English green, and spleng lov7.
""ay I But ^Tew England's appletrees
Her homely houses, square and plain,
The simple gardens, loved of bees,
Tae .r:-ple groves, the firs of Maine I
Ho! For me.
Where the spring comes slowly like a play -ee.
And the sea wind is the east wind, as the sea wind ought to be'.
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The poems of Alice 3rov;n 'lave gerso
brin.^;! ••,-«-.. ----^p-. t/ietic int
The fe'' "-1 the '/7-'.rmth of 3pe=»ch. The poeina
h-vo a subtly i.3rv:.3ive spirltu-llty , -ind In ^ n lyrics, a
r Topth of religious emotion. They "r- r— of raood.-^,
of the intuitions ^.nd sympathies, ith personality.
^•.1 such poems z .re touched to tenderness and r'^-'^^^nce,
' ^ ith the sweetness; and h?.lf ^7ith the pain of lif '".ss
3ro',7n naltes her truest -^.ppeal . The fine ideality, the ^..iri^
fealty of her nature, as sho'.vn in her work, ar.voys r-lates it-
self to one on the human side. Her poems combine feeling and
distinction, and leave one spiritually farther on his than
' ^- found him
.
0 hearken, all ye little \7eeds
That lie beneath the sno'vV,
(So lov.-, dear hearts, in poverty so lowl)
The sun hath risen for royal deeds,
A valiant wind the vanguard leads;
MoTT quicken ye, lest unborn seeds
Before ye ris-^ n'' "-"To-".
0 furry living thing 3, a d.ream
On vrinter's drowsy breast,
(How rest ye there, hoir; softly, sr'fely resti)
Arise and follow where a gleair
Of y/izard gold unbinds the str .
And all the woodland v/indings seem
^ith sweet expectance blest.
My birds, come back I the hollor/ sky
Is weary for your note.
(Sweet-throat, come back! 0 liquid, mellow t'-
Hre May*s soft minions hereward fly.
Shame on ye, lag-ards, to deny
The brooding breast, the sun-bright eye.
The ta7/ny, shining coat!
ALICE BROWN
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The poet of today takes from life anything l.iiit interests
hi'Ti j-nd iTi.ikes it the theme of a poem. He seems to have accepted
all of life, v/ith its ugliness as v/ell as its be-iuty, its de-
feats as well as its triumphs. Having accepted life, he writes
with fe-jrlesG sincerity.
THE C-RAVEDI^-^^P
Oh, the shambling sea is a sexton old.
And well his work is doie,
Viith an equal grave for lord and knave
He buries them every one.
Then hoy and rip, with a rolling hip.
He makes for the ne-irest shore;
And God, who sent him' a thousand ships
Will send him a thousand more.
But some he'll save for a bleaching grave,
And shoulder them in to shore
Shoulder them in, shoulder them in.
Shoulder them in to shore.
Oh, a loafing idle lubber to him
Is the sexton of the town;
For sure and swift, with a guiding lift
He shovels the dead men down.
But though he delves so fierce and grim,
His honest graves are v/ide
As well they know who sleep below
The dredge of the deepest tide.
Oh, he works with a rollicking stc.vo at lip,
And loud is the chorus skirled
With the burly rote of lis rumbling throat.
He batters it down the 7/orld.
He learned it once in his f-.ther's house,
Where the balla.ds of old were sung;
And merry enough is the burden rough
But no man knows the tongue.
Oh, crooked is he, but strong enough
5. To handle the tallest m-.st
From the royal bark to t..e slaver dark,
He buries them .-'11 at last.
Then hoy and rip., with a rolling hi:..
He makes for the nearest shore
And God, who sent him a thousand ships,
Till send him a thousand more.
But some he'll sr.ve for a bleaching grave.
And shoulder them in to shore;
Shoulder them in, shoulder them in,
Shoulder them in to shore.
BLISS CAPJ-!AN.
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Grood poets berin their work of creation v/hf^rever they touch
life most closely."' A real poet is not an onlooker merely—but a
full-fledged human being. He has the intellectual, the ethical,
the :!:piritual life of his ti-nes.
To each ooet comes the high ideal of his calling, the source
and inspiration of the m-rvels v/hich seem revealed in very spe-
cial v/ay to those who have the vision for the beauty of the univers
and the heart loyal to noble and lofty thought.
BESIDE SSA
Thick clouds o'erhang the deep: the dark blue craves
Are changed to ever deepening gray, and mount
And fall in one dense, heaving, shivering mass;
Far out the horizon line is dimmed and blurred,
'^Hiile, close on shore, a lone sail cleaves the mist,
A transcient break in the wild waste. The wind
Tith moaning weird makes drearier the scene;
Down falls the ceaseless rain and floods the moor;
Earth, sea, and sky seem but one drowning world
I
So upon nature's brecst lay yesterday.
TODAY
Steeped in rich sunlight rise the yellow cliffs
Above them hangs the blue concave, as clear
As it had never v/orn a leaden gray
;
Soft wind-spent clouds float idly o'er the blue,
Tracing faint shado'ws on the lush beach-grass,
Alive with golden butterflies that poise
In c^'.reless joyance over blade and flov/er;
Sweet melody the vrest wind sings, a psalm
Of gratitude, a lifted chant of praise
That wins the soul to worship. Did G-od make
This world today so fair, last eve so wild?
Ay, sun and storm are both His ministers I
So T/orketh He His wonders among men,
So writes His ~rand epistles upon earth I
JANE (1. A. CARTER
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Mrs. Con/:linG*3 poems have rythmical and imaginative charm,
a gracious, endearing quality. They are often sweetly melanchol
with a gentle touch of sadness.
She is the imaging spirit, bold to create, who said of the
Maine woods
:
"I linow
There is no better pl:.ce than trees have found
To live their lives in.
I wonder 7;hen I go among such trees
Far from the fields and deeper in alone,
If I shall find a silence before sound,
Tiiat was in the beginning. Will there be rest
And room for m^lsic in ray mind again
After the interval?"
In "The ?7hole Duty of Berkshire Brooks" there is fragrant
whimsicality, a childlike freshness.
THE ;7HCLE DUTY OF BSRKSIiIRE BROCKS
To build the trout a crystal stair
To comb the hillsides thick green hair
To water jewel-reed and rushes
To teach first notes to baby thrushes,
To flavor raspberry and apple,
And make a whirling pool to dapple
'jYith scattered gold of late October:
To urge wise laughter on the sober
And lend a dream to those who laugh;
To chant the beetle's epitaph.
To mirror the blue dragon fly,
Frail airplane of a slender sky;
Over the stones to lull and leap
Herding the bubbles like white sheep;
The claims of worry to deny.
And whisper sorrow into sleep.
GRACE HOWARD COI^TKLIHG
II
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The simplest comraonplr: ces of nature are turned by the poet*S
her.venly •^:lcheiny into beauteous pictures. Let him go where ever
he v;ill, he hears a sky-born music. The realm of beauty over v/hich
he holds sway has boundaries, but '.vithin these boundaries is a
magic garden, where leaf and twig are instinct v/ith auroral light.
He casts his mystic glamour on land and sea, and we feel ourselves
touched for brief, sweet moments with the poet's* own imaginativ;
vision.
Here the long arm of the sea runs out
To a smother of mist and a shower of spray;
Blossoms gathered and twined about
The breasts of a motion-m.ad dancing fay:
They blossom to white and to amethyst
A spray of flo\7ers m.eshed in a mist.
Beauty on beauty, elusively.
They form to immaculate curve and grace;
They shower their petals to song on the sea
Over her breasts and her laughing face
Flowers of earth have no songs lilie these.
Loveliness twined to a passionate frieze.
HOWARD McKNILSY CORITING
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Taen the poet-traveller " ' "lor visited the ^-v.
of American Poetry" in hi- ^-^ =^1 ided rntre.-t o
Cape Ann coast, he wrote,
"Retracing oar' -.viy a mile or so, we took a different road,
and approached the coast, through open, grascy fields, beyond
which, on the edge of a rocl:y bluff, stood the gray old ' -
"
of the venerable poet, Richard Henry Dana. No other ^.ve"
visible. A little bight of the coast thrusts out its iron he
lands at a short distance on either side, the surf thunders in-
cessantly belo77, and in front are the open stretches of the sky
Mr. Dana's only neighbors are the vessels that cone '.nd go at
greater or less distances."
There he wrote "The Buccaneer" well worth full reading.
FRO!.! "THE BUCGA'""^^^"
The island lies nine leagues away,
Along its solitary shore
Of craggy rock and sandy bay,
No sound but ocean's roar.
Save, where the bold, wild sea-bird makes her home.
Her shrill cry coming: through the sparkling foam.
But when the light winds lie at rest.
And on the glassy, heaving sea
The black duck, with her glas.sy breast.
Sits swinging silently,
How beautiful! No ripples break the reach.
And silv'^'ry v/aves go noiseless up the beach.
And inland rests the green, warm dell.
The brook comes tinkling down its side.
From out the trees the Sabbath bell,
Rings cheerful far and wide,
Singling its sound 7;ith bleatings of the flocks.
That feed about the vale among the rocks.
RICHARD ^^-^"'^^ -^iNA
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The verse-stories of Holman F. Day cover an indivi-.a^.x fic^^,
- such phases of 'Te-^ Snglani life as have been little
CA .itherto, even by writers of fiction. He is familiar
v^ith every corner of Maine from the moantalns to the sea, and
writ'^s of humanity in the concrete, slietching his type- -qually
from the lumber camp or fron the sailors and fishermen of the
shore. He has a keen, infectious humor, and a symp' thetic pene-
tration into the prithos of life. He catches the sisnificance of
all that comes v/ithin the range of his poetic mind with extra-
ordinary Quickness. He has the poT7er of extracting the heart
interest, \7hich is, after 11, the significant sentiment in son^,
and turning back to us the experience '.vith familiar recollection.
In doing this he knows how to turn the helpful aspect of life up
to us
,
HVm LOVE FROM MOTHER
Tliere's a letter on the bottom of the pile.
Its envelope a faded, sallow bro-.vn,
It has trav^^ ^ to the city many a mile.
And the pos names a 'way up country tovm.
But the hurried, worried broker pushes all the others by,
And on the scrawly characters he turns a gllsteniag eye.
He ferrets the cires of commerce and his anxious schemes
for gain,
Tjie '.Thile he reads v/hat mother vrrites from up in Maine.
At last he fin^us "with love--we all .re ,voll,"
And softly lays the homely letter down
Once more the busy anxious man of town.
But whenever in his duties as the rushing moments fly
That faded little envelope smiles up to meet his eye.
He turns again to labor with a stronger, truer brain.
From thinking on what mother wrote from up in 'Jaine
.
All through the aay he dictates brisk replies
To his amanuensis at his side,
— The curt and stern demands and business lies,
—The doubting man cajoled and threat defied.
Va''. "^.h^n at 'lusk when all are gone he drops his worldly
.:ask.
And takes his pen and lovingly performs a v/elcom.e t.-.sk.
For never shall the clicking type or shorthand scrav.'l profane
Tlae UTessagfj to the dear old home up there in Maine.
The penmanship is rounded, schoolboy style
For mother's eyes are getting dim, she wrote;
And as he sits and writes there, all the while,
A bit of homesick feeling grips his throat
For all the city friendships here v/ith Tom and Dick and Jim
And all the ties of later years grow very, very dim;
While boyhood^s loves in manhood's heart rise deep and pure
and plain.
Called forth by m.other's homely v;ord3 -^•^--•^ up in T.Taine.
HCLTTA'^T F. DAY
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The forerunner of the new spirit in poetry, fre^ in ex-
pression, unhampered in choice of subject, keen in Psychology, to
Avhich a countryful of v/riters has responded, was Emily Dickenson,
-.hose v;ork is one of the most recent contributions to Americr:.n
Literature
.
Her introspective poems v/ere the spontaneous outpourings of
the he rt life so habitually conce::led fro n all but her very
•
timr.te friends. Her direct, brief illuminations passionate,
most mystical reve 1 the exquisite and delicate beauty of her
spiritu:>.l vision. Her brief, personal poems have the piquancy of
eplr;rari3, are vital v/lth a strange cadence and quiet intensity.
They are like a box of m:?.ny jewels, spr.rklin~, brilliant, cameo-
llke.
CHARTLE3S
I never sav/ a moor
I never saw the sea;
Yet no-!.? I know how the he^.ther looks
And what a wave must be,
I never spoke with God
Nor visited in Heaven
Yet cert-iin am I of the spot
As if the chart were given.
A CEMETERY
This quiet dust vras G-entleman and Ladies once,
And Lads and G-lrls,
'.Yas lau^ihter and ability and sighing.
And frocks and curls.
This passive pl?ce a summer's nimble mansion
Ir/here bloom and bees
Fulfilled their Oriental Circuit
Then ceased like these.
BECLOUDED
The sky is lev, the clouds are mean
A tr-^.velling flake of snow
Across a barn or throujrh a rut
Debates If it '.7ill :;o.
A narrow wind complains all day
How some one trer.ted him.;
Nature, like us, is sometimes caught
^7ithout her diadem.
EI.aLY DICKENSON
r
Emerson sees the Soul always dravm toward perfection. He
is akin to Shakespere in transcendent ^li^'^atness and in hio ".ost
intinately opiritu'-'l relation to every Individual life.
In "The Problem" he reveals hov/ the entire material '.vorld is
the product of the infinite force of thou^^ht. He is pre-eninent-
ly the post to influence towards high thinking and ethic-.lly pure
-..nd nobly heroic living. His poems touch every phase of intel-
lectual experience with a masterly skill which rouses In the
reader that lofty degree of energy which constitutes the power for
:ichievement
.
"Emerson is the friend and aider of : 11 who would live in the
spirit.
"
Matthew Arnold.
T.vo lines of his have become familiarly a part of casan.l
speech
:
"If eye.i were 1.^1 Tor seeing,
Then beauty is its own excuse for being."
The thought Vv'as suggested by the delicr.te rhoior , rih^-- — ie
one asked the poet "whence is this flower?"
THE KHODORA
In May, when sea winds pierced our solitude,
I found the fres'a Rhodora in the wood,
Spreading its le fless blooms in a damp nook.
To please the desert and the sluggish brook.
The purple petals, f'.llen in the pool.
Made the black water with their beauty g-.y,
Here might the red bird come his plumes to cool.
And court the flower that cheapens his array.
Rhodoral If the sages ask thee why
This.chr.rm is wasted on the earth and sky
Tell the^"? dear, that If eyes vjere made for seeing,
Then beauty is its own excuse for being
Why thou wert there, 0 rival of the rose,
I never thought to ask, I never knew;
But, in my simple ignorance, suppose
The self-same power th - t brought me there brought you.
FALPH \\..LuO EMERSON
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The poetic feeling for ordinary life Is the bond that unites
most of the younger poets of our d'Jiy>--ln none Is It expressed so
simply yet so richly ;-s In the '.7ork of Robert Frost. He Is dis-
tinctly the poet of New England folk, of New England Itself, with
its hard hills and border certainties, its repressions. Its cold
humor and Inverted tenderness. Against this b-ackground Frost has
pieced some of the most poignant and dramatic poems that the age
has produced. He depicts v;oraen with the same mastery that Robin-
son depicts men. His charm is due largely to the casualness v;lth
which he invests his verse. He writes narratives in quaint, shyly
tender dryly humorous style.
His ability to portray mountain character is one of the fines
gifts of American Men of Letters.
Coming to his task of poetry with fresh vitality and an ana-
lytical vision he sav; in his daily walks a glamour nearer than all
heroes out of legendry.
He h';s persuasiveness and po7;er,--he is a most romantic per-
son and a realistic poet. Feeling all emotions vividly, realizing
all moods keenly, with him emotion finds thought and thought finds
words. He is both universal and national because of his intuitive
understanding of the stark motivj.tion of simple minds. His dra-
matic portraits of farm folk are more than local, they are epics
of the lives of Isolated and lonely people, wherever in the '.vorld
they may be. Thoughts are vital to him". Throughout Maine, but
especially near G-ardner, the poet's home, apple blossom time is a
wonder and a glory and his poem is a gracious picture of recurring
beauty
.
MENDING- ^^TALL
Something there is that doesn't love a wall.
That sends the frozen-ground- swell under it,
And spills the upper boulders in the sun;
And iiakes gaps even two can pass abreast.
The v;ork of hunters is another thing:
I have come after them and made repair
Taere they have left not one stone on a stone.
But they v^ould have the rabbit out of hiding
To please the yelping dogs. The gaps I mean.
No one has seen them made or heard them made.
But at spring mending-time we find them there,
I let my neighbor know beyond the hill.
And on a day we meet to walk the line
And set the wall between us once again.
We keep the wall between us as we go
To each the boulders that have fallen to each
And some are loaves, and some so nearly balls
We have to use a spell to make them balance:
"Stay where you are until our backs are turned 1"
'.Ve wear our fingers rough with handling them.
Oh, just another kind of out-do ?r game,
One on a side. It ccnes to little more:
There v;here it is we do not need the wall:
He is all pine and I am apple orchard.
My appletrees will never get across
rf
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lilENDING WALL (COIITINUED)
And eat the cones under his pines, I tell him.
He only says, "G-ood fences make good nei^chbours
.
Spring is the mischief in me, and I nonder
If I could put a notion in his head:
""Thy do they make r^oo'l neighbours? Isn't it
7/here there are cows? But here there are no c: •
"Before I built a 710.11 j I'd ask to know
"THiat I was "'ailing in or v/alling out.
And to -(.vhom I was like to give offence.
Something there is that doesn't love a wall.
That wanti it down." I could say "Elves" to hi:n
But it's not elves exactly, and I'd rather
He said it for himself. I see him there
Bringing a stone grasped firmly by the top
In each hand, like an old-stone savage armed,
He moves in darkness as it seems to me,
Not of v/oods only and the shade of tre©s.
He will not go behind his father's saying,
And he likes having thought of it so well
He says again, "Good fences make good neighbours
ROBERT FROST
(c
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Fr.nnle Stearns Davis, v.' beautiful Tvrit: 'leen done
*n ^lev; England, sings v/ith an abandon of Joy and enthusiasm -
she plays her macic "Pipe of Dreiin.g." Enchanting in its -
n333 of pictorial effect, with elusive li:iiits of fantastic
imaginings she has .jiven us a poem vi-;:orou3, hur nd in z.
" way, mystical.
THE BROWW ONE
Sitteth by the red cairn a brown One, a hoofed One,
Hi^h upon the mountain where the grasses fail,
^/Vhere the ash-trees flourish far their blazing branches
to the sun,
A bro".7n One, a hoofed One, pipes against the gale.
I was on the mountain, wandering, wandering;
No one but the pine trec-s and the white birch linev:
.
Over rocks I scrambled, looked up and saw that Str:.nG2
Thin;-,
Peaked ears and sharp horns, pricked against the blue.
Oh, and how he piped there! Piped upon th: '->"^-ds
Till the blue air crackeled like a frost fil' lol!
Oh, and how he spread himself, 1"" child v.-hoia no one
heeds.
Tumbled chuckling in the brook, all sleek and kind and cool
I
I said "Good day Thoul" He said, "G-ood day Thou.",
Tiped his reed against the spotted doe skin on his b
He said, "Come up here, and I will teach thee piping aov;
.
"/Then the earth i " "inging ^-ine- '-^ -'".'l"' not lack."
Up scrambled I then furry fingers helping T;e
.
Up scrambled I. So we sat beside the cairn.
Broad into my face laughed that horned Thing so naughtily
Oh, it v/as a rascal of a woodland Satyr's bairn I
"So blow, and so, Thoul Move thy fingers faster, look'.
?.'ove them like the little leaves and whirling ridges sol
Soon 't-:,'ill twist like tendrils and out-twinkle li^- "he
lost brook.
!.!ove th;/ fingers merrily, and blov/I blow'. blDv:'.
"
Wind, wind, wind, dost thou mind me hov; I pipe, now?
Chipmunk chatt'ring in the beech, rabbit in the brake?
Furry aimi around my neck I "Oh Thou art a br-ve one, Thoul"
Satyr, little satyr friend, miy he:::rt with ^oy doth ache'.
Sky music, earth music, tree music tremulous,
'"ater over running rocks, water in the shade.
Storm-tune and sun-tune, how they flock up unto us
Sitti'" ^ ' - red cairn, g:'.y and unafraid!
If
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Yet, keep the pipe. Thou: I 7;ill cut another one.
Keep the pipe and play on it for all the v/orld to
Ah, hut it ',7:.g ^ood once to sit together in the 3unl
Though I have hut half a soul, it finds thee very dear!
V/ise Thing, Mortal Thin.j, yet my half- soul fears thee!
Take the pipe and go thy ways
—
quick now, for the sun
Reels across the hot v;est and stuT^hles dazzled to the ze
Take the pipe, and oh--one kiss I Then run, run, run, run
I '.7.:.s on the noant-iin, v;.-nd-u'-i.i. ; rinij.
There I got this Pipe o' Dreams. ge, v/hen I blov;.
Something deep as human' love starts a-crying, troubling.
Is it only sky-mu3ic--earth music lov;?
FATTriE ST^ARMS DAVIS
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The thought of man, :i3 it ^rows powerful and introspect
bursts forth into poetry, poetry near to the soul.
Mrs. G-uiney's poetry has marked individuality, a distinctly
personal vigor.
THE -.TILD RIDE
I hear in my heart, I hear in its ominous pulses
All d^y, on the road, the hoofs of invisible
horses.
All ni^ht from their stalls, the importunate
pav/ing and neighing.
Let covrards and laggards fall b^ ck, but alert to
the saddle,
Weather-vrorn and abreast, go men of our galloping
legion.
With a stirrup cup each to the lily of v7o '^aat
loves hir
.
The trail is through dolor and dread, over crags
and morasses;
There are shapes by the vray, therr things that
appal or entice us.
What odds? We are the Knights of the Grail, v/e are
vcved to the riding,
Thought's self is a vanishing v;ing, and Joy is a
cobweb.
And friendship a flower in the dust, and glory a
sunbeam.
Not here is cur prize, nor alas, after these our
persuing.
A dipping of plumes, a te ..r, a shake of the bridle
A passing salute to this world and her pitiful
beauty,
We hurry with never a word in the path of our
Fathers
.
I hear in my heart. I hear in its ominous pulses
All day on the road, the hoofs of invisible
horses.
All night, from their stalls, the importunate
pawing and neighing.
We spur to the land of no name, out-r-.cing the
storm-v; ind;
We leap to the infinite dcrk, like sparks from
the anvil.
Thou leadest, 0 GodI All's well with thy
troopers that follow,
LOUISE ILIOGEN GUINEY
fr
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"iTellesley and Alice Fre<^nr:.n P- Iner are names Inseparable,
t:-iO j-"h. all • ^ ' claim the v/onf - - - -,3^, ?/hose bro^ d and love-
]_----•
-nn-^ - " lifeo"^ "iof '^''in tlon.
I.i tlie di:n roli-cious li.-'.it of Vvelle.^lGy Ch ,.el, 2o?.e crowd-
1 • thoa"ht3 of all her consecrated ^vork continues to m^-.n to the
world of --.v omen, as one views the memorial by Daniel Chester French,
a loving and reverent tribute to that pi' spirit v;hose life
and leadership so richly expres- '"ell y ideal.
"'^Tot to be Tiinistered unt- ' to minister."
ALICE rn^^7--..T p/^^^.^r^pf
We loved her for the lovinc thoaghts rrhlch sped
Straight from her he- rt until they found their ;•
In some perplexed or troubled soul.
And brolie 'he ever-living bread.
We loved the mi ous, which no dread
Of failure ever daunte^, rrhose control
Of gentleness, all opposition stole.
We loved herself and all the joy she shared.
Ch Le.ider of the Leaders! Lil^e a Light
Thy life Tzas set, to counsel, to befriend,
lick and e "er insight siezed the right
.nared the prize vrith bounteous hand
Fed from the fountains of infinity
Thy lif- 3er\'ice, having love to spend.
CAROLI^^E HAZARD
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The religious spirit is in the poetry of todn.y as an all per-
vading force. The modern poet paints his picture, sings his song,
tells his story and hopes that the light of his spirit shining
through his work will accomplish the essential revelation. He
knows that he must truly tell the truth about life and beautifully
show the beauty in it.
LCOKI::a SE-V;^ARD
Beyond the bluffs and the spray flung beach
The sea WiS lost in a silver fog
At the end of the day I sat on an old pine log
T^ith seaward gaze,
And through the haze
The music of a quiet, fog-bound sea
Like a great :r.other's crooning, come to me.
The soft ant iphony of rhythmic notes.
Deep-throated, from the distant boats.
Low ansTvering high, high answering lov/.
The lulling, sv/eet monotony of bells
Sv/inging slow.
And from the light house glimmered steady flashes
An eye of warning blinking its red lashes.
As I sat dreaming on the log
And sav/ the boats returning
I thought of all the ships v/e send afar
N-^ined Faith and Hope and Love,
Of how they watch the beacon light
Those ships of white.
And sail past threatening shoals without a scar
All treasure-laden they return to us
With gifts miraculous,
Prom some far unseen shore upon life's sea.
But we must never doubt
After we send our white ships out!
They may not bring the prize for which we yearn
But always they return
Laden with treasure.
MILDRED H0333
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Good j^t3 begin their v/ork of creation v/herever they •touch
life most closely. A real poet is not an onloo^^er merely hut a
full-fielded human being. He hc.3 the intellectual, the ethical,
the spiritual life of his times.
To each poet comes the high ideal of his calling, the source
and inspiration of the marvels which seem revealed in a very spe-
cial way to those who have the vision for the beauty of the uni-
verse and the heart loyal to noble and lofty thought.
li: THE WORKSHOP
Once in the 'York shop, ages ago,
The clay was 7/et and the fire was low.
And He who v/as bent on fashioning m n
Moulded a shape from a clod.
And put the loyal heart therein:
'.Thile another stood watching by.
"What's that?" said Beelzebub.
"A lover", said God.
And Beelzebub frownei, for he knew that kind.
And then God fashioned a fellow shape
As lithe as a willow rod.
And gave it the merry roving eye
And the range of the open road.
"What's that?" said Beelzebub.
"A vagrvnt", said God.
A.nd Beelzebub smile i, for he knew that kind.
An^ 1 3t of all God fashioned a form
And gave it, what was odd.
The loy8.1 heart, and the roving eye;
And he whistled, light of care.
"What's that?" said Beelzebub
"A Poet. " said God.
And Beelzebub frowned, for he did not kno?;.
BLIS3 CARIJAN
RICHARD HOVEY
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In the \;rl .iacs of : .r a Cm- Jewett 1'. ..ns as >/.e
reader v/ere L.'ilien up to v/in-''^"' in • very iTe'.v England house and
told to look out over all th of life. They do not aim
r.t sreat thinss but they refl.:- i:. -ellous " ' ^'^Z3 of llv-
IngT They are essentially of the e" verltl y spe'l: of
love, of beauty, of friendship, of the faith vrhloh enJ.ures, and of
the things that are eternally true. There Is a
-
-s.
-
•
- •
^ -•
sincerity in t'^.'^^ th- 1 remains in rr^nor:/.
In Copp's -uryia;^ Orouu.;., t'..9r-- .re tombs of not:.. or. to
whose memory due honor and reverence are given, yet nany linger in
tender sympathy beside the small stone of Miss Polly Townsend,
aged nine, and read the brief legend of the little Boston ?.Iaid.
A C;:iLD'3 GRAVE
More than a hundred years ago
They raised for her this little stone:
"lliss Polly Townsend, aged nine,*'
Under the rrass lies here alone.
'Twas hard to leave yoar merry notes.
For ranks of angels, robed and crov/ned,
To sleep until the Judgment Day
In Copp' s Hill burying ground.
You nust have dreaded Heaven then,--
A solemn doom of endless rest,
Fnere white winged seraphs tuned their harps
You surely liked this life the b'^st!
The gray sl:;te headstones frightened you,
^ffhen from Christ Church your father brought
You here on Sunday afternoons.
And told 1 th"t this 7;orld was nought.
And ycu spelled out the carven names
Of people, who, beneath the sod.
Hidden away from mortal eyes.
Were at the mercy of their G-od.
You had been tought that he was gro t,
And only hoped he might be good.
An awful thought that you must join
This silent neighborhood!
No one remembers now the day
Tliey buried you on Copp's Hill side,
No one remembers you, or grieves,
Or misses you because you died.
I see the grave and reverend men.
And pious v;omen, meek and mild,
Walk tvro by tv;o in company
The mourner.s for this little child.
The Harbor glistened in the sun
Tlie bell in Christ Chui^ch steeple tolled.
And all the playmates cried for her
!Jiss Polly Townsend, nine years old.
SARAH ORIIE JE\7ETT
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The New En^l-^i-nd Countryside is individuali-ed by picturesque
stone v/alls whose beauty of livinc stone has been revelled by one
who received their message from the heart of the builders through
these miracles of patient hands, these beautiful blind stones,
inarticulate -md dumb. She must h've had in her o-.vn heart th"
beam from the everlasting Soul of G-od.
THE SONG OF THE STONE WALL
This is Nev; England's tapestry of 3 tone
Alive with memories that throb and quiver
At the core of the ages
As the prophecies of old at the heart of God's Word.
Sing, prophetic, mystic walls, of the dreams of the builders
Sing in thundering tones that shall thrill us
To try our dull discontent, our barren wisdom
Against their propogating, unquenchable, questionless
visions
.
Sing in renewing refrain of the resolute men.
Who made a breach in the wall of darkness
And let the hosts of liberty march through.
Calm, eternal walls, tranquil, mature
Which old voices, old songs, old kisses cover.
As mosses and lichens cover your ancient stones.
Tell me of greater things to be.
When love and v/isdom are the only creed.
And law and right are one.
llay He who knoweth every pleasant thing
Tliat our sires forewent to teach the peoples law and truth.
Who counted every stone blessed by their consecrated hands.
Grant that we remain liberty loving, substantial, elemental.
And that faith, the rock not fashioned of human hands
Be the stability of our triumphant, toiling days.
HELEN KELLER
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In the library at Colly Collece is a bast of Milton by Paul
Akers, one of the most evidently inspired of his creations, so
does it dominate and give the rnesBage of the master mind, fit-
tinr-ly pi ced in the shrine of education which he ;7as so instru-
men tal' in fonvarding. The poet v/ho drev; inspiration from its
c;ra"ciou3 beauty during her student days, has nobly expressed in
v/ords the spiritual truth of her inspired fellow artist.
ON A sUS: OF ::iLTON.
BY PAUL AKERS
The morninr: sun a fleetinr i^orj thror/s
Upon its cliaste repose,
To shame the sculptor that he could not shed
A halo round the head.
Yet did he clothe the marble vrith a mien
Exalted and serene.
Behold the lofty brov;, the sightless eyes,
That lool: on Paradise.
Does not some mighty melody unsung
Still tremble on the tongue?
3ut all in vain the spirit yearns to hear
It just eludes the ear.
Jealous ticiel Fixed far beyond the ra ige
Of all thy chance rnd change
Art, into this im.iiortal shape, hath wrought
The tem^jle of hi.sh thought.
ALICE COLE XLSETIS
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It '•he poet's part pass
hlg by . over the f. f life th-t It m-iy .ttr.ict there-
from its ri./ice of if' '' ^ . . . , ... t-.-.^^qq Xnowles
is doing. His poetr„
.
\ ' ^ ''^^"^ of
song is its primal iapulso. The fane 'itly,
t'-'-^ : * is robust, the loyalty tc .1. .- '^t
-
nd L -te. His inspiration is f^^'^ life. In '. '
love, he touches some of his truest surest notes. In five,
svr:n"in2, detonatinj lines he procl^i .3 that "the sonj that
fit for men" must have i^^- ^^-^^ ro'^'.irtt ti'^.h---, zcr^, resonc'.nt
fibre, unheard before.
We have sonnets enouah, and tjongs c-nough
And ballads enourh, G-od knoT/sI
But v/hat we need is that cosmic stuff
Whence pr'mitive feeling 3I0-73.
G-ro'vn, org;inized to the needs of r ,
Through the old instinctive la.vs.
With a me-.ning broad as the bough of tir.e
It is p..oiioa ml po'jer that -.70 need ^" " ;
We have grace and taste full store,
We need a man who will say his say
With a strength ungues sed before.
Whose lines will glow like molten ste-;^!
From being forged in his soul.
Till the very anvil shall burn to feel
Th"^ "^'-^^ f'' o"** f"^- - • ' ^,v-. '->^-^"' o r< '-< coal.
Your -dainty ./ordatera may cry "uncouth"
As they shrink from his bellows glow
But the fire he fans is immortal youth
And how shall the bloodies 3 know?
In the ink of our sweat we v/ill find it yet,
The song that is fit for men.
And the hand th';.t wrought the vision
With prairie' and peak and stream
Shall guide the hand of the worlonan
And help him to trace his dream
I
Till the rugged lines grow perfect
And round to a perfect whOle
For the \7e3t will have found her singer
When the singer has found his soul.
FREDERICK LV.T^'^'T^ TCTTO^^ES
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ITany who h.-ve never visited his boyhood home or seen the
"shadowy lines of its trees", : nd the "breezy dome of Deering
Wood", yet ho;.r in the ex juisite melody of "My Lost Youth" the
3onr of e- rly memories, the element.il ch'^nt of the ham-m he'.rt,
-inking to itself in quiet noaotone of the scenes and associ-
" tions which ;ire not so much rr- red, is v/r ' into the
continuous fabric of a life of '.. . the conve ..il distinc-
tions of yesterday, tod '.y, ^.nd tomorrow are ph??.3e3 and not frag
ments. So universal is the sentiment that the poem may be re.:.d
in almost n;- mood of meditation v^hen tholr-•^•^.^ -^^^ ^n-'' -^-r-
sonal
.
IJY LC3T YOUTH
Often I think of the beautiful town
That i-3 seated by the sea,
Often in thought go up and down
The pleasant streets of the dear old town
And my youth comes br.cli to me
x\nd a verse of a Lapland Song
Is haunting my memory still;
"A boy's will is the wind's will,
•Vnd the thoughts of youth are long, long thoughts."
I remember the black wharves and the ships,
And the sea tides tossing free;
And Spanish sailors with bearded lips.
And the beauty and mystery of the ships
And the magic of the sea.
And the voice of that wayward song
Is singing v.nd ssying still:
"A boy's will is the wind's will
And the thoughts of youth are long, long thoughts."
I remember the bulwarks by the shore,
And the Fort upon the hill,
The sunrise gun, with its hollov; roar.
The drum beat repeated o'er and o*er.
And the bugle ,vild wnd. shrill
And the music of that old song
Throbs in my memory still
:
"A boy's 7/ill is the ?;ind'3 will
And the thou'jhts of youth are long, long, thoughts."
HENRY WADS'.?ORTH LONG-FELL077
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The Concord Idyll is the nost classic Chapter in American
history. The New Enr-l-md tovm lying in it's quiet ber:uty on a
placid river, amid pirie^cl-d hills, has become the Shrine of
literi.ry pilgrimage, invested vrith a mystic atmosphere of poetic
beauty. Ho'.v profoundly does one feel the truth of the lines:
"Srapires di33olve and peoples disappear,
Song passes not away.
Captains and conquerors leave a little dust
And Kinr^s a dubious legend of their reign.
The swords of Caesars they are less than rust.
The Poet doth remain."
Emerson, Hawthorne, Alcott, form an immortal trio in-
separably connected v;ith Concord. Here was the scene of their
life and'vvork in their more essential php.ses, and here on the
crest of the hill overlool'ing Sleepy Hollow, lies buried all that
was mortal of those v/ho have left on life ^nd literature a per-
manent i'npress. As one v/anders through the streets of the aristo
cratic old town of conservative culture, one should loiter at the
"T.!anse" and read Lonrfellow's beautiful tribute to his fellow
craftsman. Longfellow, who of all the writers, of the G-olden Age
laid the enduring foundations of American Literature. He is by
far the most popular, and perhaps the most influential, felici-
tously endowed with the power of interpreting the heart of the
people
.
HA'VTHCPJ^TE
How beautiful it was, that one bright day
In the long v/eek of rain I
Though all its splendor could not chase av/ay
The omnipresent pain.
The lovely town was white with apple-blooms;
And the great elms o*er head
Dark shadov/o wave on their aerial looms
Shot through with golden thread.
Across the meadows, by the gray old manse
The historic river flowed;
I was as one who wanders in a trance
Unconscious of his road.
The faces of familiar friends seemed strange.
Their voices I could hear,
And yet the words they uttered seemed to change
Their meaning to my ear.
For the one face I looked for w: s not there.
The one lov; voice was mute.
Only an unseen presence filled the air.
And baffled my pursuit.
Now I look back, and meadow, manse, and stream
Dimly my thought defines;
I only see a dream within a dream.
The hill-top clad with pines.
A
HiVffTHOxRNE (CONTITIUED)
I only hear above his place of rest
Their tender undertone
The infinite longings of a troubled breast
The voice so like his ov/n.
There in seclusion and remote from men
Tiie T/isard hand lies cold
Wliich at its topmost speed let fall the pen
And left the tale half told.
Ah! Who shall lift that wand of magic povrer
And the lost clev/ regain?
The unfinished window in Alladin's tower
Unfinished must remain.
HENRY ^.VADSWORTH LOIIOFELLOW
'1
Amy Lov/ell v,':is one of the strongest influences in molding
the ,vork of the y- • r poets. She is cleri.r in purpose, con-
sistant in achiev ' , vivid in manner. She hn.n been a vigor-
ous and brilliant experimenter in verse techinique. She is not
only a poet wi"^' " , a poet with a message, she i3 Iso '
et who is a si h- d rare accomplishments. Her work
sho7/3 a delic te precision, r suffusion of elusive im-aginativo
flame with emotional tones and implic.tions
.
Her TTorlv represents a process of growth highly disciplined
and selective.^ Probably there has never lived woman
such range, versatility and power.
She preaches the doctririe of Pur * ' ^.
She w-^.s of a long line of publicists ;ind poets. She had
faith f-^-^ "ommon linked with a poet's power -t^^
ion.
. . : :: is m rked by charm, i-"::ight, '-.nd ^. '
'•".That is poetry?
Rather glass that's taught
3y patient I'lbor any hue to take
And glowing with a sumptuous splendor, make
Beauty a thing of awe."
One of her remarkable qualities is her povrer to cro te -.n
Litnosp'-i^re and to depict settings vividly, linked with a t/: r-
vellous gift in suiting mood s.nd story to rhythm. "P^^-.tterns"
illustrates her chosen type of poetry. It is universally re-.d
because of its :^ppe-.l, its be-^utif'" " ^ i'eas. It
has the sinuous beauty of streams.
pat:sr!:s
I v;alk down the garden paths
And all the daffodils
Are blowing, and the bright blue squills
I walk dovm the patterned garden paths
In my stiff, brocrded gown.
With my. powdered hair, and Jewelled f -a.
I too am a rare
P:-.ttern, as I rcv.-n
The g-'.rden pat' - .
My dresc is richly figured.
And the trai^"
Makes a pin"!' silver stain
On the gr'-vel _ the thrift
Just a pL.te of current prttsr-n.
Tripping by in high-heeled ribboned ^hoe^.
,
TTot a softness any^^here about me.
Only 77h.,lebc ^5. broc de.
And I sink l ::e:tt in the shade
Of a li^e tree. For ray passion
ifars against the stiff brocade.
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mPATTERITS (CONTINUED)
The daff.odils and squills
Flatter in the "breeze
As they please,
An-1 I v,'=;ep;
For the li'ne-tree is In blossor.
And one " " ^ o-er h-'s dropoe i^. j.'. >^20Tn.
For the sun sifts through the shade.
Underneath the fallen blossom
In 'Qy bosom,
Is a letter I have hid
T' brought to /ne this raornins by a rider from the Duke.
"
, we regret to inform you that Lord H?.rtv:ell
Died in action Thursday Se*n night."
As I re"d it in the white, -norning sunlight.
The letters squirmed like snakes.
"Any ans'.ver, ?ladam?" said my footman.
"No," I told him.
"Seo that the messenger takes some refreshment."
No, no ansv/er.
As I walked into the garden.
Up and dovm the patterned paths
In my stiff correct brocade,
The blue .'".nd yellow flowers stood ri';:' proudly in the sun,
Each one
.
I stood upright too.
Held rigid to the pattern
By the stiffness of my gown.
Up and dovni I walked,
In a Moii-h he would have been my husb...nl.
In a month, here, underneath this lime
iI7e would have broke the pattern;
He for me, and I for him.
He as Colonel, I as La':'.y,
On this shady seat.
He had a v/him
That sunlight c:'rried blessing.
And I ansv;ered "It shall be as you have said".
Now h9 is dead.
In summer and in winter I shall walk
Up and down
T^ae patterned garden* paths
In ray stiff, brocrded gown
The squills and daffodils
T^ill give pl-^.ce to pillared roses, -n^- to - sters, and to snow
I shall go up and down
In my gown
Gorgeously arrayed
Boned and sta27ed,
And the softness of my body will be guarded from embrace
By each button, h-ook and lace.
For the man viho should loose me is dead.
Fighting with the Duke in Flanders,
In a pattern^ called a war.
Christ! '/niat are patterns for?
AIIY LCV:gLL

Slijnh P. Love Joy is one v/hom Mf ine delights to honor, one
v/ho ~ ve Ills lif- for a principle, • -•v,^"v, r^^^^ -^.., ^r> 4.'or^
press. In his "brief poem, he has s"^ '
,
and his readiness to meet the supreme sacrifice, -.vnich life de-
Tianded of him.
LAND OF MY BIRTIil
Health sits upon thy rug red hills, and blooms in
all thy v?,les
;
"^y laws re Just, or if they ever Ic n,
'Tis to sweet mercy *s side :^-t pity's" call,
They sons are noble, in uhose there runs
A richer tide thrn Europe' c T'i n boast.
The blood of freeman: Blood which oft hr.s flovzed
In Freedom's holiest cause; and read^'' yet to flow.
If need should be, ere it would curdle down
To the slow sluggish stream of slavery.
ELIJAH P. LO\^JCY
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The Ramifications of the Coast of Nev/ En,"l 'nd, it3 extent
and Its. variety, -n^he it unique in America. We r.'.re born of a
sea-loving, sea-vie.ving, sea-faring race of men. The deep v/ith-
out calls to the deep v/ithin. The impression of plenty, of povzer,
and of eternity Is conveyed by the propinquity of the oce-n.
It would seem that pov/er flo'.vs from the deep, the sea that
seems to connect with greater worlds.
It is always calling to new journeys and investigations.
To some the sea is a pleasure ground or industrial source, to
others it is a highway, to others it is a cosmic force. Artists
have painted it. Poets have sung it. In "Sea Thirst" Mrs.
Llarks joyously welcomes us into her mood of exaltation, v;ith
brave and cordial words.
SEA THIRST
Down to the sea--the sea.
That wnits to set men free I
Down to the sea I came.
The sea was all one flame:
The sea, the thousand glories and the same!
From every wave did run!
A thousand lights, --and one,
''/ith rainbow-shattered rainbov/s of the jun!
From every light that sprang,
A music rang
Back to the thronging tide, that surged and sang.
The tides with rapturous lips.
Sang on, sang on the ships:
The sun path dipped, in star sown far eclipse.
0 sea, that would outstrip
Slow dreams of fellowship.
Beckoning still, beyond the sails that dip!
All hail!
Call of the sparkling trail
^Vhat bids my heart on, as a lifted-sail!
The sail, fulfilled of Breath :-
Triumphing sail, that saith,
"And whither now? And whither now,
0 Death?"
Down to the 3ea,-'the sea.
That waits to set men free!
I)
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The relicious spirit is In the poetry of today as ^.n all
^.erv-idlng force. The modern poet paints his picture, sings his
song, tells his story and hopes that the light of his spirit
shining through his v;ork will accomplish the essential revelation.
He lmov73 that he must truly tell the truth about life and beauti-
fully show the beauty in it. One notes its spontaneity and the
ardent love of song that is its primal impulse. It is sympathetic
in feeling; and spiritual in vision.
EN VOYAGE
Whichever ivay the wind :loth blow
Some heart is glad to have it so;
Then blow it east or blow it west.
The v;ind that blows, that wind is best.
My little craft sails not ?.lone;
A thous-md fleets from every zone
Are out upon a thousand sees;
And what for me v/ere favoring breeze
Might dash another with the shod:
Of doom, upon sone hidden rock.
And so I do not dare to pray
For v/inds to waft me on my wiy.
But leave it to a Higher Will
To stay or speed me; trusting still
That all is well, and sure that He
^Mho launched my bark will sail with me
Tlirough storm and calm, and \7ill not fail,
Whatever breezes may prevail,
To land me, every peril past.
Within His sheltering he:iven at last
Then, whatsoever wind doth blow.
My heart is glad to have it so;
And blow it east, or blow it west,
The wind that blows, that wind is best.
CAROLINE ATWATER MASON
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Denis McCarthy has a free find independent opirit. He loves
fresh air and sunshine; the purity and vicor of nature are in all
his poems. His pen is facile 'ind forceful, producin^^ true, spon-
taneous and re-.lly exquisite pootry. He has '.vritten loyal lyrics
and romantic melodies, he is constantly alert in the defence of
relision and of race, but of his beloved Motherland he sings best
and sweetest. His poetry has charm and persistent melody; ir-
resistible humor and pathos. He has a rronderful pov;er of ex-
pression and interpretation, and embodies his convictions and
>i\ M sympathies into poetry that sounds the higher harmonies of ' -
^ thought ;:nd fe3lin,s. There is in his poetry form, there is :
correctnes :, beauty of thought, there is the fire of inspiration.
His word-painting of "The Poet", is typical of himself— it
describes him accurately and v.'ell. He does not "follow others
lead." His lines are "true to life" and they breathe "of life's
mysterious sorrov;."
)) f
TEH POET
The poet sees the tragedy that lies
Concealed v/ithin the he?.rt from other eyes.
Behind the mask behind the surface smile
He sees the gnawing canker-grief the while.
Beneath the word he sees the deeper thought.
And, deeper still, the soul with sorrow fraught.
All things reveal themselves unto his ken,
His chart is human life; his books are men.
And this the secret is of -,11 his art:
He sees life v/holly, others but in part.
A godlike gift is this the gods bestow
To see the truth, to feel it and to know.
J t And thus because he pierces the pretence
Of shallow smiles, and v/ords disguising sense.
The poet may not follow others' lead
And lightly write v/hat some may lightly read.
But trae to life his lines some tr:ce must tenr
Of life's mysterious sorrov* and despair.
The sweetest music bre- thes a minor strain.
And life woj.ld not be perfect but for pain.
And so the poet sings of grief and strife.
And tears and fears, because of such is life.
DENIS A. :.!cCARTHY
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Maine l3 a Mosaic of bri^fit spots in life, L ,1.1 1 v.-l^. : :ore
genuine, vrorth while, health civinc pleasure places than can be
found else'-vhere framed between picturesque mountains " " sea-
coast unequalled \ ^"
.
As one loiters through the happy w-ys, by brook and stre-
oie he-irs the -•• ^, minor chord in the choir invisible, whose
nusic is the S 3s of the world, the endarin^ beauty of gra--
cIjus lives and noble thought.
There is charm in wandering v/here the roail calls, to do one
own whimsical adventuring, there is added allure in followinr:
thought trails over the hills ind ^ • "
.
Come, follow, heart upon your sleeve.
The trail, ateasing by,
Past tasseled corn and fresh-movm hay
From barns and farm-house s'ly.
Past holly-hocks and white well-sweep
Through pastures bare and v;ild,
0 come, let's fare to the heart-o-the v;ood
With the faith of a little child.
Strike in by the gnarled way through the swamp
Where late the laurel shone,
An intlTi^-'te close where you meet yourself
And come into your ov/n,
By bouldered brook to the hidden spring
Where breath of ferns blows sweet
And swift birds break the silence as
Their shadows cros's your feet,
0 come, the welcoming trees lead on.
Their guests are we today,
Shy violets smile, proud branches bow,
G-ay mushrooms mark the way;
The silence is a courtesy
The well-bred calm of kings;
Come haste I the hour sets its f-ce
Unto great happenings.
GERTRUDE HUNTI!TC-TO!T McaiFrERT
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All the e.irly life of Sdna St. Vincent Millay was spent on
the coast of Maine, -nd her young mind se^ms to have been filled
v/ith ?.n infinity of impressions of the se^ ,
"The sticky salt sweetness of the strong; v/ind and shattered
spr-y"; "the loud sound and the soft sound of the big surf that
breaks all day."
She is one of the writers v.'hose pen is dipped in poetic fire,
.--ind v/hose symp-' thetic beauty of phr-.^sing is music • nd m gic . Her
brilliant craftsmanship h s been widely and Justly prn.ised. She
is singularly rich in the quality that insures literary immor-
tality, in the subtlety that reveals the rose glow of life. Her
poetry h-'.s music, power, inspiration, --with suggestions of deli-
cate thought like the tints of dawn, as v^ell as those th-.t flame
and sing.
Everywhere are expressions that glow in luminous impressive-
ness, ineloquent picturings.
She is esteemed and honored by many as the most gifted of the
younger poets.
C-OD»S WORLD
World, I cannot hold thee close enough I
Thy winds, thy wide gra.y skies I
Thy mists that roll and rise I
Thy v;oods this autumn d^:j , that ache and sag
And all but cry with color! That gaunt crag
To crush I To lift the lean of that bl .ck bluff I
"jTorld, v/orld, I cannot get thee close enoughl
Long have I knov. r. glory 1 - it ;11,
Here such d passion is,
But never knew I this
As stretcheth me apart. Lord, I do fe.r
Thou*3t r.Kide the world too beautiful this ye:-r.
My soul is all but out of me, let fall
No burning leaf: prithee let no bird call.
SDNA ST. VINCENT MILIAY
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Poetic reality is of the essence of conscious life. It
3ive3 a voice to what men cannot speak throurh their ovm lips,
of their ovm existence at the core of \7hich each knows lies what
is most vital of the world's experience. The poet brings his own
•.vorld with him and new horizons. He is always personal. His own
emotion quickens his readers. It is v/hat makes his poems strong
to reach into other people's minds and hearts. He desires to
share his experience. Poets ro to the open world for refuge and
for inspiration. The Joy and sol^ - that open v--^ '
in their poems.
I cannot hear if my songs be singing
Today they are no part of me;
Bells be still or bells be ringing,
I cannot tell if my songs be singing,
Today I hear only the sound of the sea
That strikes the shore by the aspen tree.
And calls and calls on the heart of me:
Come seel Come seel
Where you want to be I
Come down, come down to the deathless sea,
Where you long to be, where you long to be,
Come down I Come dov/nl You belong to me'.
Like a mighty gong that is ringing, ringing.
Come. down, come down to the deathless seal
My ::ongs be still, or my songs be singing,
T cannot tell what my songs may be
;
Today I he^r only the gong of the sea
You belong to me I
You belong to me I
Come down I Come down, v/here you long to be.
^o down to the gong that is ringing, ringing.
I cannot tell if my songs be singing
Today there is onl-y the gong of the sea.
That -.vould still forever my song and me.
Come seel Come seel
^.lere you long to be I
Come down, come down to the deathless sea,
That would drown forever my tears and me.
G-o down, go down.
Where I want to be!
KATHLEEN VLlLUiY

One ..-i ltor L.-.. '.^ ..on dearly lov-; :. .ol.. ..: .l->-:->. . li
fellow writers who have vied with each other in paying trlbut
to her beauty of character as well as to the excellence of he
work. Her "---ret of Arcady" has endeared Louise Chandler
Lloulton to / re-j.ders.
THE SECl^T OF ARCADY
I hied TTie off to Arcady
The month it '.vas the month of May,
And all :ilong the pleasant way
The mornins birds were mad with glee
And all the flowers sprang up to see,
As I went on to Arcady.
But slow I fared to Arcady
The way was long, the v/inding way
Sometimes I watched the children play.
And then I laid me dov/n to see
The great white clouds sail over me
I thought they sailed to Arcady.
Then by me sped to Arcady
Two lovers, each on palfrey grey.
And blithe with love, and blithe "..-ith May.
And they were rich, and held in fee,
The whole round v/orld; and Youth is he
liTho lmo77s the road to Arcady.
I followed on to Arcady
But I was all alone that day.
And somehow I had lost the key
That makes an errant mortal free
Of the dear fields of Arcady.
But still I fared tov/ard Arcady
Until I slept at set of day.
And in my dreams I found the way;
And all the fates were kind to me;
So that I woke beneath a tree
In the dear land of Arcady
.
Want did I find in Arcady?
Ah, that I never must betray;
I learned the secrets of the '.lay;
And how the winds are fresh and free
And all the birds are mad with '^l^e
That soar and sing in Arcady.
I dv/ell no more in Arcady
But when the sky's blue v/ith May,
And flowers spring up along the way.
And birds are blithe, and winds are free,
I know what message is for me
For I have been in Arcady.
Louise Chandler Moulton

The poet is especially susceptible to the revelations of
nature, to color, to bloom, to weather. Their love of the open
v/orld is forever pouring itself out in an ecstacy of rc.diant sons,
in ringing words of sheer melody.
IJIAQIC
I ran into the sunset light
As hard as I could run;
The treetops bowed in their delight
As if they loved the sun.
And all the songs of little birds
Tno laughed and cried in silver v/ords
Here joined as they v/ere one.
Across the limits of the land
The wind and I swept hand in ha.id
Beyond the golden glow.
We danced across the ocean pl^.in
Like thrushes singing in the r::'^in
A song of long ago.
And on into the silver night
T7e strove to win the race with light
And bring the vision home,
And bring the wonder home again
Unto the sle-^ping eyes of men
Across the singing fo-m.
I sang into the morning light
As loud as T could sing.
The tree-tops bowed in sheer delight.
Before the slanting wing.
And all the songs of little birds
TTno laughed and cried in silver words
Adore I the Risen Spring.
EDWARD O'BRIEN
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The Hays Memorial St-itue of Captain John Parker is said to be
one of the finest productions of the f sculptor, Henry H. Kit-
son. It represents capt:iin Parker as ^vje-.red on the day of the
epochal battle, when he commanded the minute men '.vho had hastily
gathered at sound of the warning bell. He is st undln^j, gun in
hand, stardily awaiting the onslought of the foe. Mis -.vords to
[lis aien evidenced his firmness 'ind calm yet ready coolness, a man
• bove the avernge in character and leadership.
"Stand your ground. Don't fire unless fired upon, but if
they mean to h ve war, let it be^-^in here."
Pierpont's sympathetic interpretation shows him to be a poet
of vigorous, penetrative and com-iunicative thought. There is
breadth, dignity, intensity of f-^ling in his noble poem of lofty
patriotisn
.
WARREN'S ADDRESS TO THE AliERICAN SOLDI Si.
3
Standi the ground's your own, my braves,
ye give it up to slaves?
*^ill ye look for greener graves?
Hope ye mercy still?
Y»Tiat's the mercy despots feel?
Hear it in that battle peal I
Read it on yon bristling steel
I
Ask it, ye v/ho will.
Fesr ye foes who kill for hire?
Willye to your homes retire?
Look behind you, they're a,fire'.
7rno h 'Ve done it I From the vale
On they cornel -And will ye quail?
Leaden rain and iron hail
Let their welcome be I
In the G-od of Battles trust I
Die v.'e "lay, and die v/e must;
3ut, oh, 7/here can dust to dust
Be consigned so wel2
,
As where Heaven its dev,-s shall shed
On the martyred patriot's bed.
And the rocks shall raise their head
Of his deeds to tell
I
JOHN PIERPOITT
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Poems are often the outcome of raooda. Through Intuition and
utlve gift, the poet realizes the normal beauty of everything;,
Imaginatively sets it forth.
V/ITH SONG-BIRDS
Love CT.me to me 30 many times
It grev; a common thing,
I thought that it v/ould alv/ays come
With song-birds In the spring:
And 30 I dreamed and v.'ondered
/iThat next year's love v/ould be,
Until one spring there came no bird
To any blossoming tree.
THE ANGEL OF THE SV/CRD
The angel with the flaming sv;ord
Has shut me out from heaven's gate
And I m.ay not reenter there,
Though long I ".7a,it;
And yet, 0 Angel of the Sv;ord,
I do not grudge the thrust you deal.
For still the keenest pain of vzounds
Is that T;ounds heal!
THE BELL-EUOY
The far off Bell Buoy in the fog
Keeps ringing miomently
It does not sound to me at all
Like 7;ave-rung bells :.-t sea;
I only hear as it drifts in,
Softened by spaces v;ide,
The church-bells of my childhood ring
Across the country-side.
JESSIE B. RITTEMHOUSE
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\t Head Tide, M.ilne, was born the man acclaimed by many on
both sides the Atl-.ntic as the greatest poet Amerlo -
-
duced, T^dvrln Aril n -"to--! Robinson.
Durin;3 yout.. lie livod in the rer.lm of poetic thc-.^.-.., ,."ar-
sulng the quest of rhythm and of rhyme, and of word, applying
himself to the most elusive and senoitlve rt of poetry v;lth a
fidelity and affectionate devotion almost unparalleled in liter-
ary history.
Ke early found v;lL;.t he could do and forever after has
"followed the gle '.ra", v/lth uns'.verving faith in himself .nd in his
work. He is revered by his fellow artists for the cuiet beauty,
the august simplicity, the Olympic fire and mirth and gladness
and virility of his verse.
He is a poet of intellectual quality, 7;ho represent': the
transition from the old to the new.
Of all the tributes to the ;^rei.t e.:. ..iGl^....tor his is oae of
the few that maint- ins a genuine nobility. ?7ithout descending
from his austere level, Robinson comes ne ..rer Lincoln than any
of his compatriots.
"For he to whom we had applied
Our shopman's test of age and worth,
'lYas element^: 1 when he died.
As he was ancient at his birth
The saddest among kings of e :.rth.
Bowed with a galling crov/n, this man
Met rancor with a cryptic mirth,
Laconic --and Olympian.
Nor shall we longer disagree
On what it is to be sublime.
But flourish in our perigee,
And hrve one Titan at a time."
He has been aptly styled the biographer of souls. He de-
picts men with mastery.
Among the best of his cler cut descriptions and characteri-
zations is his interesting delineation of Richard Corey, v^ith its
strong human sympathy.
RICHARD COREY
Whenever Richard Corey went dov/n town
We people on the pavement looked • t him.
He was a gentleman from sole to crovm.
Clean favored : nd imperially slim.
And he was always quietly arrayed.
And he w:r'S always human when he talked.
But still he fluttered pulses when he said
"G-ood morning". And he glittered when he walked
V\
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RICHARD COREY (CONTINUED)
And he v/as rich, yes, richer than a king,
And admirc.bly schooled in every grace
In fine, v/e thought that he was everything
To make us v/ish th-it Tie v;ere in his place.
So on V7e 77orl:ed, and v/aited for the light,
And went v/ithout the me?.t and cursed the bre
And Richird Corey, one calm summer night,
TJent home "-.nd put a bullet through his head.
EDVaiT ARLINGTON ROBINSON
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New England poets h ve v/ritten lymns TThlch have en-
riched our spiritual life and thought life. Durinpr the Christ
mas season the v/orld is sweetly and blessedly'- " "7e
sinG v7ith ever pres ^^--iation - - o-'--"-^^ ^'^
roodv;ill among men.
PEACE OM EARTH
It earn.: . the midnight cle^.r,
That glorious song of old,
From angels bending near the e?.rth
To touch their harps of s^ld
Pe:"ice on the earth, good will to men
Prom Heaven's all gracious King;
The world in solemn stillness lay
To he•^r the angels sing.
Still through the cloven sliiec they come
With peaceful wings unfurled,
And still their Heavenly music floats,
O'er all the v/eary world;
Above its sad and lowly plain
They bend on hovering v/ing,
And ever o'er its babel sounds
The blessed angels sing.
For lol the days are hastening on,
By prophet bards foretold,
7[hen with the ever circling years
Comes round the age of. gold
TThen peace shall over all the earth
Its ancient splendors fling
And the v/hole world send back the song
Which now the angels sing.
EDMUND HAI5ILT0N SEARS.
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The first native American to achieve poetic celebrity was Ben-
J-..:,in Thompson, born at 3r'\intry. He is described on his tombstone
at Roxbury as "Learned Scho -:1m ' ster and Ye Renov/ned Poet of New
England .
"
The chief literary reason for Imowing the work of Thoinpson is
thAt he shovrs the artistic standard of Nev. England during the age
of Dryden. In the old burying ground st'^.nds the sl ;te he- dstone,
half buried in its third century of watching over the dead.
His tribute to the Winthro^ Tither, son, gruadcon, buried
in one grove at King^s Chapel Yard, is typicil of his literr.ry
style
.
In Boston lies the timber of the Arke
On -.vhich before hees born he did embarque,
^finthrop, the first Lord of the Am^rick coast
Opninf<: his bosom of his sons may boast
In leth^.l •igonies, this, prays for rest
Upon the pillow of that ancient breast.
Heers three great Winthrops under whom 7/e thrived,
BE;:JAtTIN THOMPSON
Upon the grave stone of Ben j:^ rain Thompson in Roxbury
Sub Spe im-nortali
The Herse of
Mr. Benjamin Thompson
Learned Schoolmaster ani Physician
•.,nd the
Renovmed Poet of New England
Obuit Aprillis 10
Anno Dom 1714 Aetatis Suae 72
L'lortuos Sed Im'n.ort:-.lis
He who would try v/hat is true hs.ppiness indeed
Must die.
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Boston is essentially a city of ideals, oi ,
n'^ Q ! ; rr:"rive statue b;/ St. C-'-^^-s shov/s ' *-
Prrica; , X-'- o stands with bis : in his , ible
his arni, ty-pical of the snirit in v/l^ich Boston v/as lo'^j-ided. It
has all the qualities of these who represent st" • - ^ - ^s-
t: and who stand for liberty, not license, for , s
form, for God and humanity.
In living words Frederick Y/Tiitmore has carried forv'frrl the
conception of his brother artist and fellow craftsman. ^;aling.
to syirpathies engendered ^ - 'nheritance associatic: , ' ''--^tered
hv •"'ination.
^:t. atue of the puritan
V/ith sober foot unsv/erving, lip
And lid that droops to shield the inner sight:
Dark-brovv^ed, stcrn-v;illed, a shadov/ in the 11 -^ht
Of alien times, and yet I'c alien here:
Revered and dreaded, loved, but yet v/ith fL-:.r:
He moved, the sombre '^hade of that old night
That nursed to strergth the nation's youth austere,
r,:ark the grave thought that lines the hollow cheek.
The hardy hand that guards the sacred book.
The sinev/y limb, and what the thin lips speak
Of iron will to mould the era. Look
In reverence, and as ye mutely scrai.
The heroic figure, see, rough-lim.r.ed , a man J
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On the 7/aterfront off Gloucester stands a statue erected to
the mernory of the iTien v/ho Inive G^ne to the se:-. in ships.
They huve voyriged tho neariy "Banks" they have encircled the
world by its seven seas. As one looks at the virile figure hand-
ling the steering wheel v/ith such calm efficiency, gazing above
and beyond In to a future of purposeful activity, thp lines of the
hyran so prayerfully sung in n;ivy circles, so frequently a part of
Long-shore Sunday service, and on board ocean going craft, sings
itself into ones thought.
Eternal Father, strong to save.
Whose arm hast bound the restless wave,
'.Vho bidst the "nighty ocean deep
Its own appointed limits keep,
0 hear us v/hen we cry to thee
For those in peril on the se^
.
Kost Holy Spirit, v/ho didst brood
Upon the chaos dark and rude
And bid its angry tumult cease.
And give, for wild confusion, peace,
0 he- r us when we crv to thee
For those in peril on the sea.
0 Christ, whose voice the waters heard
And hushed their raging at Thy word.
Who walkedst on the foaming deep,
And calm ;,!midst its rage did'st sleep,
0 hear us v/hen v;e cry to thee
For those in peril on the sea.
0 Trinity of love and power
I
Our brethern shield in dangers hour.
From rock and tempest, fire and foe.
Protect them, whereso'er they go;
Thus evemore shall rise to thee
Glad hv^mm of pr--_ise from 1^^-^ a' -ea.
TILLIA!: WHITHSY

Geor,';:e T^dv/ard '.7oodberry is of th" ultra conserv- tive type.
Of hl3 reference.a to nature those to the cea in its many moods
are incomparably the finest, as shovm in the buoyant line 3 v/hich
open the poem "Sea Ward." He is a proud schol'.r. He has '-vritten
some of the most impassioned and personal verse of his day. In
his vior\^ as Professor of Comparative Literature at Col'ambia Uni-
versity, he exercised a keen influence on many of the young
writers. His work is romantic and classical in style, with
undercurrent of spiritual beauty.
I will 20 dovm in my youth to the hoar seas infinite foam
I v/ill bathe in the winds of heaven: I will nest where the
white birds home:
Where the sheeted emerald glitters and drifts with bursts
of ^ snow.
In the spume of stormy mornings, I 'vill make me ready and go,
Where under the clear west weather, the violet surge is rolled.
I will strike with the sun in heaven, the day-long league
of gold--
Will mix with the waves, and mingle with the bloom of the
sunset bar--
And toss with the tangle of moonbeams, and call to the
morning star.
And wave and ".ving shall know me an a sea-child even as thev
Of the race of the great sea-farers, a thousand years if a
day.
GEORGE EDWARD 7;0CDBURY
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